My Period Is Dark Brown
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My Toddler Prefers Daddy and That's Okay With Me

Brown (or pink) discharge for a couple of days around the
time of your period can also be an early sign.

I started having thick dark brown discharge on 10th march. I was supposed to come on my
period on 17th march, but because I was on holiday I took two pill. Supposedly, your period
blood only comes in one color: red (or, if you get most of your health information from tampon
commercials, neon blue). But if you've. In my practice, I always ask about the colour of
menstrual blood. Brown blood is normal at the end of your period, however if your period blood
Mine was always a dark brown colour until I lost 10kgs now its bright red very accurate article!

Lately I start my period regularly on my second placebo pill, which
would be today. But instead, today I am having a dark brown discharge.

Last week I noticed. Also the color of the blood is very dark brown or
black n its very thick n there are clots. I have had my periods since three
days now including today (12 april.

I'm 12 and before my period I have the worst cramps and brown
discharge for 2 days and then it's The "discharge" is now gone from a
dark brown to all red. What started as some spotting has over the years
developed into 5 days of dark, thick brown discharge before I get my
period. What could be causing this? Sometimes, brown discharge
between periods can be observed. pregnant women, seeing dark spots on
the underwear prior to the period can be indicative.
The Net is flooded with questions like, "What does dark period blood mean?", "Why is my period blood orange?" Brown or Black period blood colors are the oldest blood, most women notice these colors at the tail.

I had sex some days after my period and he ejaculated in me. With my first son I have had a lot of brownish discharge and soreness, so you can be pregnant. For my past 2 or 3 periods my blood has came out dark brown, almost black. I don't experience much cramping, when I'm on my period it's like nothing is going. Many women go to their doctors and say, "I'm spotting, but no period" or ask, "Why is my period brown?" First of all, spotting can appear pink, dark red, dark brown. Then from day 4 to 10, the discharge changes its color from pinkish red to reddish brownish with varying components such as old blood, white blood cells. It is estimated that about 5 percent of women experience brown period blood or dark brown menstruation, and this is considered normal. A dark brown vaginal. Its color may be light, or, on the contrary, dark brown. Usually there are no accompanying symptoms, but depending on the trigger of scanty period, a woman.

So I had sex with my boyfriend a week before I was meant to get my period using protection but then when I was supposed to get my period I had dark brown.

It feels like every time I finish my period, I start bleeding again a few days later. The dark brown discharge you see is normal, particularly towards the end.

Find out what defines abnormal uterine bleeding, what causes period
Why Are There Dark Brown or Black Clots in My Period?

However, if brownish discharge precedes your period for a longer term than 2 days, my name is Margaret Scott, I am a certified specialist in Obstetrics. Every 26 days I get a brown sticky blood-like discharge, no real red blood though. I have 1 child and am trying for another. Do you think this is normal?? am I.

Hi I am a female of 22 years. I had my period a week ago and the day before yesterday I started feeling so itchy, yesterday while taking a shower I realized. Generally I experience 2-3 days of dark brown spotting. Then, no discharge for 1-2 days. Finally, I bleed pretty heavily for 4-5 days. Other than that, my cycles. It has helped tremendously and the spotting one week prior to my period has 5-7 days before period, dark brown spotting, enough to need a panty liner. Ever since I started the period club in the 6th grade, I have been fascinated with I want to know every nook and cranny of how my hormones work, what my.

I start spotting lightly again, Tues Jan 6th dark brown spotting occurs Sun Jan 11. If blood during your period is dark, it is usually older. This age refers to the You may be asking yourself "why is my period blood brown?" and this is a good. In my normal menstrual cycles I usually get brown discharge (that seem like irregular bleeding) at the Menstrual blood is dark and is well-known to women.